In this paper we study the problem of counting processes in a synchronous dynamic network where a distinguished leader is available and other nodes share the same identifier. The network topology may change at each synchronous round and each node communicates with its neighbors by broadcasting messages. In such networks it is well known that counting requires Ω(D) rounds where D is the network diameter. We identify a non-trivial subset of dynamic networks where counting requires Ω(log |V |) rounds even when the dynamic diameter, D, is constant with respect to the network size and the bandwidth is unlimited.
INTRODUCTION
Computing over a dynamic distributed system has become mainstream in the recent years, this has been due to advent of peer-to-peer systems and the capillary distribution of mobile devices. In this paper we consider a dynamic system where processes do not leave the computation while there is an adversary that continuously changes the communication graph connecting such processes. We assume a strong adversary that is able to access nodes' local variables in order to deploy at each computational round the worst possible network topology to contrast the convergence of the counting algorithm. The adversary is only constrained to maintain at each round a connected topology, i.e. 1-interval connectivity [1] . In this setting, it has been shown in [5] that counting cannot be solved without a leader and, recently, counting algorithms have been provided that minimize the nodes' knowledge about the moves of the adversary (e.g., [4] ).
We show that counting on graphs where D > 3 requires at least Ω(log |V |) rounds. We prove this bound on a family of dynamic graphs, namely G(PD)2 graphs, in which each node has a persistent distance from the leader across rounds and such distance is at most 2. From this bound is immediate to see that on dynamic graphs with constant dynamic diameter D the cost of counting is D + Ω(log |V |) rounds, showing Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage, and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s). Copyright is held by the author/owner(s that any algorithm has to pay at least a factor of Ω(log |V |) to overcome nodes' anonymity. Due to lack of space proofs are omitted, the interested reader can refer to [3] .
Related Work: The problem of counting in an anonymous network with worst-case adversary and broadcast communication has been investigated in [5] where authors conjectured impossibility of counting despite the presence of a leader node. [2] considers directed static network with IDs with bandwidth limited to Ω(log |V |)-bits, it shows that the time needed to solve counting is function of the network size even when D = 2, specifically Ω( |V | log |V | ) rounds. When considering unlimited bandwidth in either static networks with IDs, dynamic network with IDs or anonymous static networks, there are algorithms showing that the cost of counting is at most of the same order of information dissemination which is Ω(D) [1, 5] . The lower bound presented in this paper shows that in a non-trivial set of anonymous dynamic (1-interval connected) networks, even when D is constant with respect to V , there is at least a gap of Ω(log |V |) rounds between counting and information dissemination, identifying thus a cost of handling anonymity in such networks.
SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a synchronous system composed by a finite static set of processes V : {v0, . . . , vn} (also called nodes). Nodes in V \ {v l } are anonymous, i.e., they initially have no identifiers and execute a deterministic round-based computation. Node v l is a special leader node that has a different unique state. Processes communicate through a communication network which is dynamic. We assume at each round r the network is stable and represented by a graph Gr = (V, E(r)) where E(r) ⊆ V × V is the set of bidirectional links at round r connecting processes in V . A dynamic graph G = {G0, G1, . . . , Gr, . . .} is an infinite sequence of graphs one at each round r of the computation. We denote as dr(v0, v1) the distance between v0, v1 on graph Gr. Every round is divided in a send phase where processes send the messages for the current round and a receive phase where nodes process received messages for preparing messages to be sent in the next round. Each Process communicates with its neighbors through an anonymous broadcast primitive: a message m sent by node vi in the send phase of round r will be delivered to all its neighbors during the receive phase of r. The message m initially sent by node v at round r is disseminated though G at round r if all nodes in the networks received a copy of m by round r . The dynamic diameter of the network, D, is the maximum numbers of rounds needed to disseminate a message in G. Definition 1. Given a dynamic network G with |V | processes, a distributed algorithm A solves the counting on G if it exists a round r at which the leader outputs |V | and terminates.
In the rest of the paper we consider a specific set of dynamic graphs, namely G(PD)2, a each node of a graph belonging to G(PD)2 has distance either 2 or 1 from the leader and such distance does not change across rounds (an example of a graph belonging to G(PD)2 is shown of the right part of Figure 1 ). Formally:
LOWER BOUND FOR G(PD)2
The bound is computed by introducing a Dynamic Bipartite Labeled k-Multigraphs (M(DBL k )), by showing that counting on G(PD)2 requires at least the same number of rounds as counting over M(DBL k ) and by finally showing a lower bound for counting over M(DBL k ).
Counting in
Let consider a dynamic connected multigraph M defined as follows M = ∪ ∞ r=0 {({v l }∪W, E(r), fr, lr)} where E(r) is a set of edges at round r, W a set of nodes, fr : E(r) → {v l }× W a function that maps each edge to the endpoints nodes and lr : E(r) → {1, 2, . . . , k} a function labeling edges. M belongs to M(DBL k ) if for each round r the number of edges connecting a node v ∈ W to v l is less than k + 1. We have that two edges connected to the same non leader node have different labels, more formally defined
we have that lr(e ) = lr(e ) , ∀e , e ∈ E v (r). We additionally denote as Mr the instance of M at round r. When a node belonging to M receives a broadcast message m from edge e, m brings to the node the label of the edge l(e). Lemma 1. Let us consider a dynamic connected multigraph M in M(DBL k ). If any counting algorithm takes more than T rounds to complete on M , then there exists a graph G in G(PD)2 such that any counting algorithm requires more than T rounds to complete on G.
As a consequence of the lemma, it follows that a lower bound for counting on M(DBL k ) holds also for graphs in G(PD)2. Let us now introduce the following notions on M ∈ M(DBL k ):
Definition 3. Given a node v ∈ W at round r we define the set of edge labels L(v, r) : {l1, . . . , lj} with li ∈ L(v, r) iff ∃e ∈ E(r) and lr(e) = li and fr(e) = (v, v l ). As an example in Figure 1 , the edge label set of node v at round r is {1, 2, 3}. , 0) , . . . , C(v l , r − 1)] where C(v l , i) with i < r is a multiset of elements. Element (j, S(v, i)) ∈ C(v l , i) iff it exists a node v with state S(v, i) connected to v l by an edge with label j.
As for states of local nodes, |(j, S(v, r))| denotes the number of nodes with state equal to S(v, r) connected to v l by an edge with label j at round r.
Lower Bound for M(DBL k )
The proof is based on linear algebra concepts. We introduce some notation on vectors and matrices used in this section. Linear algebra notation: Given a vector a ∈ Z n , we denote as (a)j the j-th component of a (with 1 ≤ j ≤ n) and as a the sum of all components of a. Additionally, + a (resp. − a) denotes the sum of only the positive (resp. negative) components. Given two vectors a, b we have a b is the vector obtained by appending vector b after vector a. Given a matrix M ∈ N n,m we denote as (M)j its j-th row (with 1 ≤ j ≤ n) and as ker(M) the set of vectors a ∈ Z m such that Ma = 0. We also consider the set of vectors B = {a 1 , . . . , a } that form a basis for ker(M), i.e., ker(M) = SP AN (B). Finally we denote as ar the instance of vector a at round r.
We prove the bound for the family M(DBL k ) by first proving the lower bound for M(DBL2). Considering the latter proof, we first introduce a system of equations that characterizes the states of the nodes of the multigraph at round zero. The lower bound for M(DBL2) is then proved by studying the evolution of this system of equations through the rounds. 
with the additional constraint that any variable in the solution cannot assume a negative value. When the leader updates its state, in successive rounds, we have a new system of equations. The system of equations 1 can be written in a matrix form as follows: m0 = M0s0. Where M0 : 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 For simplicity whenever not necessary we omit the presence of (⊥) as first element of S(v, r).
represents the matrix of coefficients of the system at round 0, m0 is the column vector of constant terms (each component of mr represents the multiplicity of a certain element in the state of the leader at round r) and s0 is a solution vector. Let us remark that Mr depends of the round only while mr depends of the leader state at round r.
The matrix M0 is characterized by ker(M0) = SP AN ({k0 : 1 1 −1 }). Solutions of the matrix equation for round 0 are related by the following linear combination k0: s 0 = s0 + tk0 with t ∈ N and such that each component of s 0 is non negative. From the point of view of the leader each solution represents a distinct graph belonging to M(DBL2) with a different number of processes: Considering the example of Figure 2 , the system of equations at round 0 for the multigraph M is the following
where m0 : 2 2 . For such system of equations a solution is s0 : 0 0 2 , then using the kernel transformation another solution is s 0 = s0 + 2k0 : 2 2 0 , these two solutions correspond to two M, M ∈ M(DBL2) of different size that generate the same state S(v l , 0). Each solution vector sr corresponds to a run of the dynamic multigraph M until round r. The idea that we will use to show the lower bound is to characterize how the kernel space of Mr evolves and under which conditions we have an unique solution, that corresponds to an unique size |W |. where ({1}|{2}|{1, 2}) r−r is the set of all possible lists with elements in {{1}, {2}, {1, 2}} and size r − r . In the following lemmas we specifically characterize the structure of the kernel space of Mr.
Lemma 2. Let us consider the matrix Mr of the family M(DBL2) at round r. The dimension of the kernel space of Mr is one (i.e., ker(Mr) = SP AN ({kr})). Intuitively if we have a system with n nodes and n ≥ − kr then there exist at least two possible distinct solution sr and s r = sr + kr that gives the same mr = Mrsr and with sr = s r therefore counting is impossible.
Lemma 5. Let us consider M, M ∈ M(DBL2) such that their sizes are: |W | = n and |W | = n + 1. Does not exist an algorithm A l that at round r ≤ log 3 (2|n| + 1) is able to distinguish if it is running on multigraph M or M .
Considering that M(DBL2) ⊆ M(DBL k ), we can state the following theorem whose proof is straightforward. Theorem 1. Any algorithm A cannot solve the counting on an instance M ∈ M(DBL k ) at round r < log 3 (2|W | + 1) − 1.
From Theorem 1 and Lemma 1 we have Theorem 2. Given an instance G ∈ G(PD)2 any counting algorithm A on G requires Ω(log |V |) rounds.
